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Abstract. We outline some of the popular mass restricting variables for the semi-invisible productions at the Large
Hadron Collider. In this context, heavy resonating mass, if produced through antler decay topology may already be
detectable. New mass variables constructed by applying this mass constraint proved to have an array of interesting
properties, including a new kink solution at the true masses of the produced particles. This enables one to measure
the mass of the invisible particle and the parent particle simultaneously. This variable in turn can also be applied
in reconstructing such events with the momenta of invisible particles. This feature is further demonstrated with the
Higgs boson decaying into a pair of third-generation tau-lepton (τ ) and thus exploring direct Higgs coupling with the
leptonic sector. Dominant discovery signatures rely upon the hadronic decay of tau which is associated with a pair
of invisible neutrinos. Exploiting the already measured Higgs mass bound, present technique is capable of providing
unique event reconstruction. Moreover, a signiﬁcant efﬁciency enhancement is demonstrated in comparison with
the existing methods.
Keywords. Hadron collider; Higgs; event reconstruction.
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1. Introduction
The next major target at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) is the search for the new physics after conﬁrming the last and the only missing component, the Higgs
boson [1,2], of the Standard Model (SM) of particle
physics. In its present run, the LHC, with increased centre of mass energy as well as luminosity, can explore
the multi-TeV range associated with the new physics
production. Although the LHC has not found any evidence of exotics yet, it certainly excluded vast parameter
space associated with low-scale new physics models. If
the LHC eventually discovers and reports any unambiguous new physics signal, the primary task would
be to measure the mass and properties of particle(s)
associated with the corresponding excess. Among the
extensive class of possible beyond the Standard Model
(BSM) theories, dark matter (DM)-motivated ones are
of particular interest. Majority of them accommodate a
weakly interacting, massive thermal DM candidate in
some form or the other. However, both the detection
and analysis of the presence of the DM is found to be
onerous due to the masking of the properties, e.g.,
mass, spin of all associated new particles. This is
primarily because

1. The incoming parton momenta at the hadron
collider are only partially known,
2. The centre of mass (CM) energy of collision and
the boost along the beam direction is not known,
3. DM at the LHC are produced in pairs because of its
stabilizing symmetry which results in two massive
particles escaping without detection.
In any case, if some of the ﬁnal-state particles go
undetected, e.g., through the production of neutrinos or
dark matter candidate, the kinematics of such a semiinvisible event remain undetermined. Hence, a subset
of the degrees of freedom remains unknown. As indicated earlier, typical dark matter production in the event
even worsens the scenario. The stability of dark matter in most of the BSM theories is ensured by some
discrete symmetry, such as R-parity in supersymmetry
(SUSY), KK-parity in universal extra dimension models etc. Once this symmetry is respected, all the heavy
BSM particles in such models have to be produced in
pairs, subsequently decaying into some lighter BSM resonance along with SM particles (which may or may not
be detected) in multiple steps of successive decay. Typically, at the end of each decay chain, the lightest BSM
particle which is the dark matter particle of that model,
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is produced and escapes the detection. Hence, not one,
but at least two massive BSM particles remain hidden
in these events.
Dedicated methodologies discussed in the literature
formulate several mass variables for circumventing the
above challenges. For some of the recent studies, see
refs [3–5] and references therein. Here we present a
sketchy review pointing out some of the methods closely
related to our prescriptions.
1.1 Review of mass-bound variables
Although there are many methods to determine mass,
spin, polarization etc., we limit our discussion to some
of the notable mass measurement techniques. We categorize the mass measurement methods depending on
the production mechanism as follows:
Global and inclusive methods – These variables are
independent of the topology information and hence,
do not require any information about the production
mechanism of the particles in the event. Variables are
constructed using only the visible particle momenta and
the missing transverse momenta in the event. Several of
them were well known and utilized for long as event
selection variables, e.g., HT [6], total visible invariant
mass M [7], effective mass Meff , total transverse component of invisible momentum  E T , total visible energy
E and total transverse energy E T in the event. More
sub and
recently introduced ŝmin [8] and its variants ŝmin
reco
ŝmin [9] are also constructed as global and inclusive variables for measuring mass scale of new physics. Deﬁned
in a topology-independent way, they are also applicable
to any decay chain irrespective of whether it has symmetric or asymmetric topology and a simple analytic
form is also available. Thus, any generic topology can
be assimilated without being affected by the combinatorial ambiguity.
Exclusive methods – These variables are deﬁned with
the assumption that the event topology is already known,
or at least one can hypothesize some topology to test
further. Although some prescriptions are available in
the literature to identify the topology information in a
model-independent way, we are not going to discuss this
scenario further. Instead, let us assume that the topology is known and discuss various methods to determine
masses of the new particles involved in the decay topology. Edge measurement method [10–16] assumes a long
decay chain produced at the LHC and constructs possible independent invariant mass variables using the SM
visible particles from the decay chain. Each invariant
mass variable has an end point which is a function of
all the unknown masses in that decay chain. Hence,
all the unknown masses can be determined by inverting all the end-point measurement. But to pin down

all the unknown masses, one needs at least a three-step
decay chain. Polynomial method [17–21] solves all the
unknowns using available mass-shell and missing transverse momenta constraints. This method also requires a
minimum three-step decay chain. MT2 [22–30] is constructed as the transverse mass variable for a topology
with two mother particles. It is deﬁned as the minimum
parent mass consistent with the available kinematic constraints for a given (trial value of) daughter mass. MT2
in any event is bounded above by the parent mass provided the true mass of the daughter particle is known.
Hence, for many events, the distribution of MT2 will
exhibit an end-point feature. There exist many variants
of MT2 such as subsystem MT2 [31], MT2⊥ and MT2
[32], MCT2 [33,34], asymmetric MT2 [35,36], contransverse mass MCT [37–39], MCT⊥ and MCT [40]. 3D
constrained variables [41–43] are constructed as (1+3)dimensional generalization of the transverse mass variable with additional available mass-shell constraints.
The possibility of including mass-shell constraints is
opened up because of this generalization of including longitudinal momenta. Recently, some interesting
properties were also studied by incorporating topology
information in (1 + 3)-dimensional constrained ŝ variables [44,45].
In this paper, we discuss the constrained mass variable
M2Cons which was originally proposed in ref. [43]. Many
interesting properties are associated with this new constrained mass variable. Along with the already discussed
end-point in distribution, it can be utilized to determine
both the parent and the daughter mass simultaneously
from the appearance of kink feature. Statistically, this
method has the additional advantage of relying not just
on the end-point events but also on all other events contributing in the process. We also discuss the application
of this variable in the reconstruction of semi-invisible
tau-lepton pair events from the Higgs boson [46]. We
deﬁne M2Cons for the antler topology in next subsection.
1.2 Antler topology
Antler topology, where visible and invisible products
are produced from a single resonance, arises in the SM
and in most of the BSM models. For example, processes
consider important SM Higgs channels where a Higgs
produces a pair of tau-leptons, each of which decaying
hadronically (τh is the hadronic part from one- or threeprong mode), h → τ τ → τh τh ντ ν̄τ . The SM Higgs can
also decay to a pair of W bosons, each of which subsequently decays leptonically, h → W + W ∗− → + − ν ν̄
where one of the W s remains off-shell. Similarly,
considering BSM scenario, there are many available
channels such as, the SUSY heavy Higgs decaying into
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Figure 1. A representative generic diagram of antler topology where G is the heavy resonance of mass m G . The heavy
resonance subsequently decays to produce parents Pi of mass
m P and each parent eventually decays to some SM visible
particle Vi and invisible particles χi of mass m χ . We have
neglected the masses of the SM visible particles. For a generic
process, initial state radiation (ISR) is inevitable which is represented by the blue curly line. We also consider that the
particle may be produced with some other detectable particle(s) which we put in the upstream transverse momentum
(UTM) category shown with blue line.

variable M2Cons for the precise reconstruction of the
semi-invisible tau pair events in §3. Section 4 is reserved
for summary and conclusion.

2. Mass bound variable M2Cons
In this section, we begin with popular transverse mass
variables before looking into the properties of our new
variable M2Cons . We start from the transverse mass
variable MT2 which is very efﬁcient and widely used
both in phenomenological and experimental studies and
move towards its generalization to (1 + 3)-dimension
M2 . MT2 is deﬁned as the maximum of the transverse
mass constructed for each parent and minimized over
the unknown invisible momenta after taking care of
the missing transverse momenta constraints. Expressing mathematically,


(i)
max {MT ( piT , qiT , m vis(i) ; m χ )} .
MT2 ≡ min
q1T ,q2T

{q1T+q2T= PT }
a pair of Z boson and lightest SUSY particles (LSP),
H → χ̃20 χ̃20 → Z χ̃10 Z χ̃10 and SUSY-extended Z 
decays to lepton and LSP, Z  → ˜+ ˜− → + χ̃10 − χ̃10 .
In universal extra-dimension models we have second
excited Z decay to the SM lepton and ﬁrst excited
lightest photon, Z (2) → L (1) L (1) → − γ (1) + γ (1) .
Doubly charged scalar decays to leptons and neutrinos
via W boson pair, φ ++ → W + W + → + ν + ν . The
heavy Higgs or Z  decay to the SM top and antitop
which eventually decays leptonically, H/Z  → t t¯ →
bW + b̄W − → b+ ν b̄− ν . Moreover, any process at
the linear collider with known CM energy is equivalent
to antler topology. Antler topology is well motivated and
is also used in many mass determination studies.
Here, we consider a generic antler production topology as shown in ﬁgure 1. Heavy resonant G, produced
at the LHC, decays into two parent particles Pi , each of
which subsequently decays ﬁnally producing SM visible
particle Vi and invisible particles χi . These invisible particles can either be the SM neutrinos or some exotic dark
matter candidates depending upon the process under
consideration. We assign the momenta of visible and
invisible ﬁnal-state particles as pi and qi , respectively.
Masses of the parent and the invisible daughter are m P
and m χ , respectively. In the case of a BSM process, the
heavy resonant G is parity-even and the parents Pi and
daughters χi are parity-odd states.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In §2,
we discuss the constrained variable M2Cons and the consequence of additional constraint. We also point out the
simultaneous determination of the parent and the daughter mass using the kink feature. We further apply the
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i=1,2

(1)
(i)

The transverse mass MT from each decay chain is
given by
(i)

vis(i)

inv(i)

(MT )2 = m 2vis(i) + m 2χ + 2(E T E T − piT · qiT )


vis(i)
2 , E inv(i) = m 2 + q 2 ,
ET
= m 2vis(i) + piT
χ
T
iT
vis(i)

inv(i)

and E T
are transverse energy correwhere E T
sponding to the visible and the invisible decay products
in the ith decay chain, respectively. From eq. (1) it
is clear that MT2 does not utilize the longitudinal
momentum information of the visible decay product
which is measured experimentally. Hence, any (1 + 2)dimensional variable cannot use mass-shell constraints
if available. So M2 , a (1 + 3)-dimensional sibling, is
constructed similar to the transverse mass variable MT2
and it is deﬁned by taking longitudinal component into
account as follows:


(i)
max {M ( pi , qi , m vis(i) ; m χ )}
M2 ≡
min
q1 ,q2

{q1T +q2T = PT }

i=1,2

(2)
with
(M (i) )2 = m 2vis(i) + m 2χ
+2(E vis(i) E inv(i) − pi · qi ).

(3)

After the minimization over the longitudinal component in the deﬁnition of M2 in eq. (2), it turns out that
M2 and MT2 are equivalent. Hence, it would inherit all
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Figure 2. (Left) Consequences of the G mass-shell constraint are displayed for one example event. The solid contour satisﬁes
the G mass constraint while the dashed one is in its absence. This contour plot is done for the trial invisible mass (10 GeV)
less than true invisible mass (100 GeV). The colour gradient is done only for the unconstrained phase space and the minimum
of this region is M2 represented by ﬁlled circle. Similarly, minimum of the constrained region is M2Cons represented by the
circle plus. If concentrated on the blue dashed and solid line, it is clear that the solid line is more squeezed compared to the
dashed one, and so M2Cons attains a value higher than M2 . (Right) The constrained variable M2Cons and the unconstrained one
M2 are shown in the normalized distribution with green and gray, respectively. For this plot, we consider a toy model with
mass spectrum (m G , m P , m χ ) = (1000, 200, 100) GeV and generate the distributions by taking trial invisible particle mass
the same as true mass. Both these distributions produced the end point at the correct invisible particle mass. However, the
constrained variable M2Cons has larger number of events at the end point because of the G mass-shell constraint.

the properties of MT2 with the additional beneﬁt that it
can utilize the available (1 + 3)-dimensional mass-shell
constraints. Now we are ready to deﬁne the new variable
M2Cons using the additional heavy resonance mass-shell
constraint available in the antler topology as follows:
M2Cons (m̃ χ )
≡

min



(i)



max {M ( pi , qi , m vis(i) ; m̃ χ )} ,

q1 ,q2

 i=1,2
q1T +q2T = PT
2 =m 2
pG
G

(4)
where pG = p1 + p2 +q1 +q2 is the four momenta of the
heavy resonance G. As mentioned earlier, in the case of a
BSM scenario, the heavy resonance is parity-even while
parents and daughters are parity-odd. Hence, the mass
of G can be determined using an independent channel
in which it decays only to the SM detectable particles.
Since the invisible particle mass is a priori unknown
in the case of any dark matter model, m̃ χ in eq. (4) is
the trial invisible mass hypothesis provided as input to
calculate M2Cons . At true mass, i.e. m̃ χ = m χ , maximum on the M2Cons distribution should provide us the
true parent mass information. Further properties of the
dependance of m̃ χ are discussed in the next subsection.
2.1 Consequences of heavy resonance constraint
M2Cons in eq. (4) gains an advantage by making use of
the heavy resonance G mass-shell constraint. Because
of this constraint, the phase space is further squeezed to
satisfy the narrow resonant mass resulting in an upward

shift of the minimum value of the constrained phase
space in comparison to the unconstrained one. This
effect is true for each and every event thereby increasing
the M2Cons value with respect to M2 event by event.
To illustrate this dramatic effect pictorially, we demonstrate both the constrained and unconstrained phase
space for one sample event in ﬁgure 2 (left). The dashed
contour lines are for the unconstrained phase space
which only satisfy the missing transverse momenta
constraints, while the solid contours are the constraint
phase space which satisfy the additional G mass-shell
constraint. The colour gradient is done only for the
unconstrained phase space and the minimum of this
region is nothing but M2 , represented by the ﬁlled circle.
Similarly, minimum of the constrained region is M2Cons
which is represented by the circle plus. If concentrated
on the blue dashed and solid lines representing 100 GeV
contours, it is clear that the solid line is expectedly rather
squeezed compared to dashed one, such that M2Cons
attains value higher than M2 . The red star displays the
true value of the invisible momentum which lies close to
M2Cons . So, expectedly the momentum extracted from
this minimum should provide a better approximation to
the invisible momentum which is discussed in §3.
Now moving to our discussion on the distribution over
many events, we compare the normalized histogram
for M2Cons (green) and M2 (gray) in ﬁgure 2 (right).
One clearly sees that because of the heavy resonance
mass-shell constraint many events contribute to making the variable move towards higher values. In this
example plot, we took the true mass of the invisible
particle as input for both the variables. Thus, the maximum (end point) for both of the variables remains the
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Figure 3. (Left) Variation of calculated values of M2 for different choices of trial invisible particle mass m̃ χ . (Right) M2Cons
is shown which uses the G mass-shell constraint. The colour coding represents the percentage of events per 2 GeV bin in both
these variables. For M2Cons , it is clear that a strong kink is present in the maximum line while no kink is present in the M2
plot. The presence of this kink in the right panel is due to the heavy resonance mass-shell constraint. True value of mass of
the mother and invisible daughter is taken as 200 GeV and 100 GeV respectively for this example.

same because the maximum of both of these variables
with true invisible mass as input gives the correct parent
mass (m P = 200 GeV shown in the present example).
The maximum (end point) of any mass variable, e.g.,
MT2 , M2 , M2Cons over many events is deﬁned as
max
(m χ ) ≡
M...

max [M... (m χ )].

{All events}

(5)

max (m̃ ) will provide the true parent mass
Hence, M2Cons
χ
for trial invisible particle mass as true invisible particle
mass, m̃ χ = m χ . Note that a larger number of events are
present at the end point which is very helpful in identifying it in the presence of background and other realistic
effects. Moreover, an interesting interrelation between
the two maxima can be noted for different choices of the
trial invisible mass m̃ χ ,


max
M2Cons
(m̃ χ )

= M2max (m̃ χ ) = m P ,
> M2max (m̃ χ ),

if m̃ χ = m χ
if m̃ χ  = m χ .
(6)

We discuss more about this correlation in the next
section.
2.2 Kink in M2Cons
The most interesting feature in the case of transverse
mass variable MT2 is the appearance of kink under certain conditions. The position of kink is exactly at the true
mass point which results in the simultaneous measurement of the parent particle and daughter particle mass.
This kink was ﬁrst shown [26,27] in the correlation plot
max and m̃ . The kink feature stems from the
between MT2
χ
fact that the total invariant mass of visibles from either
decay chain has a range of values over events. Therefore,
the kink feature is absent in a simple topology which has

just single-step decay chain on both sides, thus having
constant visible mass. However, it was shown subsequently that the kink may appear [28,29,31] even in
such single-step decay chain in the presence of initial
state radiation (ISR) and upstream transverse momentum (UTM), whose presence is practically inevitable
from any hadron collider. A sizable (or strong) kink
appears only when an event is produced with very high
transverse momenta, thus making use of the very low
statistics for this kink feature.
max
The end point of the new constrained variable M2Cons
also exhibits a kink behaviour, owing to the heavy resonance mass constraint, exactly at the true mass point.
max , there are two functional behaviours on
Similar to MT2
the two sides of the kink. Although we do not have an
analytical formula to support this behaviour, we veriﬁed
the appearance of this kink numerically using various
mass spectra by checking the slope before and after
max , the new kink is an
the kink. Unlike the kink in MT2
extremely strong one. It is worth pointing out that unlike
max (m̃ ) cannot be calculated for any
M2max (m̃ χ ), M2Cons
χ
large value of m̃ χ . Because of the G mass constraint,
this quantity can maximally reach up to half of the parent mass and after that it becomes unphysical. We have
not studied the effects of ISR, UTM and other realistic
effects on this kink but we expect that the presence of
these effects will sharpen the already strong kink.
Most of the mass bound variables suffer from the
fact that very few events are present at the distribumax also posses
tion end point. The end point in M2Cons
the same problem which is reﬂected in ﬁgure 3. The
max and right panel represents
left panel represents MT2
max with the colour coding represents the percentM2Cons
age of events per 2 GeV bin. Evidently, a strong kink is
present in the right panel for which G mass-shell constraint is held responsible. The upper line in the density
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Figure 4. Reconstruction efﬁciencies for different methods are compared for semi-invisible tau-lepton pair from Higgs.
We have considered the hadronic decay of the tau-lepton including both the 1-prong and 3-prong decays. The left panel
t ) in the case of transverse invisible momenta which can be
demonstrates the quantum of deviation from true momentum (Ref
either x or y component. Similarly, the right panel represents the longitudinal component of the invisible momenta. The blue
dashed–dotted line is for the M2Cons reconstruction, the red line is for collinear approximation and the green dotted line is for
the MAOS method. Inset plots are shown for this improved efﬁciency when only 10% of the events are selected towards the
upper end point of M2Cons .

plot shows the maximum for both of these variables
above which there are no events. Hence, it is clear that
both these variables have fewer events at the end point.
It is evident from eq. (6) and also from ﬁgure 3 that
max is always greater than or equal to the end point
M2Cons
in MT2 . This is very helpful in identifying the kink with
larger statistics. Detailed prescription and efﬁciency can
be found in ref. [43] where an efﬁcient way is formulated to reconstruct the kink by utilizing all the available
data.

3. Reconstruction with Higgs
After determining the mass of the unknown particles
in an event at the LHC, the next target is to measure
all other properties like spin, polarization, CP property,
couplings etc. In order to compute all these properties
from such a semi-invisible production, one requires the
four momenta of the invisible particles. In this section
we concentrate on the full reconstruction of the semiinvisible events utilizing the constraint variable. As a
benchmark process, we study the important SM antler
example with semi-invisible tau-lepton pair events produced from the Higgs boson. Hadronic decay of the
tau-lepton is considered by including both the 1-prong
and 3-prong decays. This decay mode of the Higgs
boson is abundantly produced at the LHC owing to relatively large Yukawa coupling. Hence, the study of the
above properties in this decay channel is very crucial
for determining the properties of the Higgs. The CMS
Collaboration also looked into this channel recently at

CM energy 7 and 8 TeV corresponding to the integrated
luminosity 4.9 and 19.7 fb−1 , respectively.
To start with, we brieﬂy describe two of the existing tau reconstruction methods at the LHC and compare them with our reconstruction capability. Collinear
approximation [47] assumes that all the decay products are collinear with the tau-lepton direction, thereby
reducing the unknown degrees of freedom from six to
just two. These two unknowns can easily be solved
using the transverse momenta constraints. But, this
approximation requires that the Higgs is produced with
some ﬁnite transverse momenta; otherwise the solution
diverges. MAOS method [48,49] uses MT2 to determine the transverse momenta of the invisible transverse
momenta. The longitudinal momenta of the invisible
particle is determined from the parents’ mass-shell constraints. Hence there is a four-fold ambiguity in the
MAOS reconstruction method.
We assign momenta to the invisible neutrinos [46]
using the constrained mass variable M2Cons [43]. This
constrained observable is a (1 + 3)-dimensional variable which minimizes the phase space satisfying all the
available constraints. In the present approximation, we
assign the calculated momenta at the minimum of phase
space as the momenta of the invisible particles. In the
next subsection we further test the validity and efﬁciency
of such an estimate.
3.1 Reconstruction capability
After reconstructing the neutrinos, it is important to
check the efﬁciency of the reconstruction. We also compare the new reconstruction method with the collinear
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approximation and MAOS methods. In order to
compare, we devise two quantities as the quantum of
deviation from the true momenta as follows:
qt
qtReco − qtTrue
=
,
|qtTrue |
|qtTrue |
q Reco − q True
qz
z
= True = z True z ,
Ref
|qz |
|qz |
t
Ref
=

56
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(7)
(8)

where t is either the x or y-component of the transverse momenta. The reconstruction efﬁciency is decided
t and R z attains
by the number of events in which Ref
ef
zero. Naturally, both for the transverse as well as longitudinal quantities, any superior reconstruction method
would produce distributions much narrower and sharper
at zero.
The deviation for different reconstruction methods
are shown in ﬁgure 4. The blue dashed–dotted line is
the new reconstruction using M2Cons , red line is for
collinear approximation and green dashed line is for the
MAOS methods. Hence, the construction using M2Cons
is very sharp and well-correlated with the true neutrino
momenta. This new method also signiﬁcantly improves
over the earlier reconstruction methods. This efﬁciency
can be further improved by choosing events based on
the M2Cons selection, although paying the price in terms
of the number of events. Inset plots are shown for this
improved efﬁciency when only 10% of the events are
selected towards the upper end point of M2Cons and
clearly the reconstructed momenta for these events are
found to be extremely well-correlated with the true
momenta of the invisible particle [46].

4. Conclusion
When looking for credible hints for BSM at the LHC,
a variety of dark matter-motivated modes have semiinvisible production as their signature. Here we concentrate on a class of such signatures through antler
topology. Constrained mass variable is constructed targeting better mass reconstruction capability as well as
reconstruction of such events. This new variable M2Cons
incorporates several interesting features acquiring an
event-wise higher value owing to this constraint. This
feature is exploited to measure the unknown parent
mass. Additionally, the calculated invisible momenta
at the minimum provides a close estimate of the true
momenta of the invisibles for such events. The reconstructed momenta in this method are found to be unique
and also well-correlated with the event.
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